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NEWSLETTER 151 October 2018
BIG AIRSHOW AT MARLO’S
LITTLE AIRFIELD 1991
Heather Terrell & Gabby Young
I remember when Orbost Aero Club’s Gala Tiger Moth Fly-In at Marlo Airfield took place in November
1991. It exceeded all expectations with a crowd of several hundred enthusiasts and spectators
declaring the event a resounding success, attracting approximately 3000 people over the weekend. The
Orbost Aero Club, with Grant Shorland as the President, initiated the event as a fundraising project
aimed at working towards construction of a new terminal building.
- Heather Terrell

LEFT:
Marlo flyer,
Grant Shorland
touches down
to receive a
new passenger
and some
information
from “ground
control”.
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Aircraft noted on the field included eight Tiger Moths, twelve ultra-lights, four home built aircraft, two
gyrocopters and twenty-five general aviation aeroplanes. Of considerable interest was the only
remaining De Havilland “Drover”, an ex-Flying Doctor plane rebuilt by John Brown of the Latrobe
Valley, with David Weekland as pilot.

LEFT:
Trevor Taylor of
Bairnsdale invited
Mrs Bertha
Harvey to try out
the seat of his
gyrocopter

Sunday afternoon was an
exciting time with the
Tiger Moth formation
flying demonstration
timed for 1pm. The “Tiger”
pilots gave a superb
technical display of
aerobatics putting their
“Moths” through the
hoops, looping, spiralling
and thrilling the crowd
with pilot/machine
coordination.
Ben Buckley provided a
spectacular demonstration
of agricultural crop
dusting techniques
incorporating breathtaking aerobatic
manoeuvres, in his
reconstructed Fatman
aircraft.

LEFT:
Ben Buckley pictured
with Mrs Bertha
Harvey gave a
spectacular
demonstration of
agricultural crop
dusting.
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The climax of the weekend was, without a doubt, the comical lunchtime display by the Luskintyre pilots
which combined good humour with precision flying, the likes of which Orbost had not seen before.
The Luskintyre Tiger Moth pilots were a group of highly skilled Tiger Moth enthusiasts who loved flying,
especially flying the vintage planes. All Tiger Moths and pilots were generously provided free of charge
with local sponsors also generously providing the fuel.

LEFT:
Luskintyre Tiger
pilots provided
their Tigers and
their skills for
the parachutist’s
display as well as
delighting
hundreds of
passengers with
thrilling joy
flights.

Luskintyre Tiger Moth pilots made a six hour flight from Newcastle and during the Fly-In provided
aerobatic entertainment and around five hundred joy flights, averaging thirty rides per hour. Two of
their company, Dave Friedman and Paul Newcombe trilled with simulated aerial dog-flights.
Luskintyre pilots also provided their Tigers and skills for a display by parachutists Rod Stevens, Rob
Silverstein and his wife Dr Trish Silverstein.

LEFT:
Mr Ian Warren,
of Orbost,
steps into the
passenger’s
seat to
experience
flying as it
might have
been 60 years
ago.
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From all reports, most people had a very enjoyable and entertaining day. All proceeds raised were from
specific attractions with no gate fee charged. With the funds raised over the Fly-In weekend, the Orbost
Aero Club’s proposed terminal building was closer to becoming a reality.

LEFT:
Three of the
veterans on the
ground to change
passengers.

LEFT:
A unique sight
above Orbost. Six
Tiger Moths flew in
formation along
Nicholson Street
before heading
back to Marlo.

(The Bairnsdale Advertiser, November 8 1991)
(Snowy River Mail, November 6 1991)
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